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FOREWORD 
Recent events have compelled us all to consider seriously the 
policies whi.ch have brought the world to the brink of war, and to 
ask-what is the future for our country? 
In putting forward this programme for discussion, we know that 
the questions it raises are of deep concern to all workers by hand 
and brain, who want to fil)d the way forward to an independent, 
prospe.rous, Socialist Britain. 
In its long struggle to win political, economic and social emanci-
pation, · the working class of~ Britain has built up mighty trade 
union, . co-operative ·and political organisations. It is out of these 
that th.e Communist Party was born thirty years ago, at a time 
• 
when the Movement was at the turning of the ways. ·Every great 
political event since then has shown how necessary it was for the 
Communist Party, inheriting and carrying forward the traditions 
and socialist aims of the British working class, to take its stand 
against the influence of capitalist ideas in the Movement. As in 
the past, so now and in the future, the Communist Party has no 
interests other than those of the British working class and th·e 
British people. . 
The doubts and heart-searchings felt . by so many · people about 
the present situation and the future show . that the British 
people realise that to drift along with the existing economic and 
social system can offer no hope. The people _of ·Britain can look 
· f or\vard to a better future only if they take their country into their 
own hands. 
This is the message of this programme. · It is a call above all to 
the whole Labour Movement to recall its glorious traditions of 
struggle for the immediate interests of the working people, and to 
safeguard their future interests in a S~cialist Britain. But it is no 
less a call to the great majority of tll.e British people to join with 
the Communist Party and the whole Labour Movement in the 
struggle to win a new future for Britain in the socialist world which 
history is now shaping. 
This programme is not an immediate election programme. It is 
a programme which charts the future-a programme which corre-
sponds to the needs and the heartfelt desires of the great majority 
of the British people. We are confident that they will find the way 
to make it a reality. · 
HARRY POLLITT. 
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THE BRITISH ROAD 
TO SOCIALISM 
INTRODUCTION 
The time has come when big changes are necessary in Britain . 
The past half-century has shown more and more clearly the break-
down of the old society and its inability to serve the needs of the 
people. 
' 
Two world wars, poverty, malnutrition, slumps and mass unem-
ployment have been the lot of the common people. But the 
millionaires, of Britain, the big industrialists and the great mono-
polists have made their fortunes out of the people's labour. 
And all the time Britain, which once led the world in industry 
• 
and production, has been falling behind the other great capitalist 
countries. 
At the end of the Second World \Var in 1945, the people of 
. . 
Britain were determined that there should be a change. They 
wanted to ensure that never again should there be another war. 
They wanted great social changes which would weaken capitalism 
and open the way to Socialism. · 
So at the General Election in 1945 they returned a Labour 
Government with a large Parliamentary majority. They rejected 
the Tories, the party of big business, which had ruled Britain for 
most of the black years between the wars. They supported the 
Labour Party, which declared that its aim was peace and friend-
ship with the. Soviet Union, and Socialism in Britain. 
But instead of the promised friendship with the socialist lands, 
we have been dragooned into an alliance with the worst enemies of 
labour-the bankers and business men of America-for war against 
the countries where the workers are in power. 
As a result of this policy, Britain has been dragged into an 
armaments race; prices are rising while wages are held back; and 
the workers are now being robbed of the social gains won since 
the war. 
4 
Why has the Labour Government thus failed the hopes of the 
/people? Because far from ~hallenging the rights and privileges of 
big business at home and abroad, it has allied itself with big 
busitiess against the people. 
It joined hands with the Tories and the American big capitalists 
in an imperialist foreign policy which is ruining Britain. 
The Labour Government. has formed a war bloc with American 
imperialism against the Socialist Soviet Union, the New China, the 
People's Deniocracies and the colonial peoples struggling for their 
national liberation and independence. 
It has conducted wars against the peoples of Malaya and Korea. 
It has sold out ·Britain to American big business. 
The Labour Government has imposed a crushing rearmament 
programme for a new war at the expense of the social needs of the 
people. 
The profits of the big trusts an.d monopolies are higher than they 
have ever been. Nine-tenths of the wealth of the country is still · 
owned by one-tenth of the population. The sham measures of 
nationalisation have only increased exploitation and put still 
heavier burdens on the workers to pay huge sums of compensation 
to the old owners. ~ 
The caPitalists have done exceptionally well under the · Labour 
Government; indeed, they have never been·better off. The work~rs 
have paid for all this in low wages, higher prices and heavier taxa-
. . 
tion, while the Labour Government has conducted an offensive 
against the workers' efforts to secure increased wages. Troops 
have been used in strikes, hard-won democratic rights have been 
ruthlessly attacked, strikers have been arrested and prosecuted, an~ 
collective bargaining has been turned into a farce by means . of 
Order 1305 and compulsory arbitration. · , 
The talk of Peace and Socialism by the Labour leaders has 
proved to be a fraud and a deception. 
.. 
The dominant Labour Party leaders, Attlee, Bevin and Morrison 
-like MacDonald, Snowden and Thomas before them-have noth-
ing in common with Socialism or the interests of the working 
people. Their outlook and practice reflects t~at of the Tories and 
the wealthy ruling class whose interests they serve, and not the 
aims of the working people. They are in reality only a left-wing 
of the Tories, like the old Liberal Pafty. 
Right-wing Labour policy has strengthened t'1e Tories at home 
and the most reactionary governments abroad. It has confused, 
. disorganised and split the working-class movement in face of the 
attacks of the Tories and the employers. 
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It has done this at a time when all over the world vast changes 
are taking place. A great part of Eastern Europe has. gone· 
Socialist and · the workers are in power. In the Far East, the , · 
Chinese revolution has freed hndred~ of millions from the grip of 
the landlords and the foreign bankers. 
In the Socialist Soviet Union, great peaceful schemes of new 
construction are raising the living standards of the people every 
year. In.stead of bringing Britain into close association a:q.d friend-
ship with these advancing countries, the Labour leaders in Britain 
have joined in a united front with the Tories and the American 
millionaires to attack Socialism and the national liberation move-
ments and to def end c~pitalism. and imperialism. 
As a result, the Tories, who suffered a setback in the 1945 
election, were able to advance again in 1950, and seek to return to 
open power. 
If the people are to advance, both the Tories and their allies in 
the Labour Movement, the right-wing Labour leaders, must be 
fought and defeated. 
The lesson of the failure of the Labour Government is not the 
failure of Socialism. It is the failure of Labour reformism and 
Labour imperialism, which is the servant of the big capitalist 
interests. 
Britain's problems can be solved only by a completely new pro-
gramnie and policy, which ends once and for all the ownership of 
Britain's wealth by a tiny exploiting minority, and establishes the 
real political and economic freedom of the people~ 
Such a programme is the Programme of the Communist Party. 
It represents the true interests of the entire Labour Movement. It 
represents the true interests of the overwhelining majority of the 
British people-the · industrial workers, farmers, professional 
people, scientists and technicians, housewives-against the handful 
of big landlords, bankers and monopolists who exploit them. 
PEACE AND FRIENDSHIP WITH ALL PEOPLES 
The Communist Party fights for lasting peace as the vital need of 
the British people. · 
The First World War dealt a crippling blow to Britain and opened 
the long years of decline under Tory rule . . The Second World War 
weakened Britain still more. The Labour Government's policy has 
led to greater economic difficulties and domination by Ameri~an 
big business. A third world war, under modem conditions of 
atomic warfare, would bring untold destruction to Britain and the 
British people. · 
It is capitalism which gives rise to the danger of war. Th'e big 
6 
capitalist Powers have f qrcibly conquered or .subjected to them- ' 
selves the territories of other nations so that the big trusts can have 
an opportunity of squeezing out their super-profits. They. have '' 
fought between themselves, as in the First World War, to conquer 1 1 
each other's territories and colonies, to rob those countries. 
The unity of the Soviet Union, America and Great Britain 
brought about the defeat of Nazi Germany and fascist Japan-, 
1 
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whose big trusts were seeking new countries to exploit-in the . , ; 
Second World War. · 1 
Since then the Soviet Union has fought for a lasting peace to 
follow the people's victory over fascism, a peace based on national 
independence, colonial freedom, and a democratic and demilitarised 
Germany and Japan. But American big business, · afraid of the 
advance of the people's forces throughout the world, and wanting 
t9 control great areas so as to obtain its vast profits, is trying, as 
Hitl~r did, to do1ninate the world. Especially is it hostile to the 
Soviet Union, because it fears the advance of Socialism and the 
wqrking class. American big business is backed and assisted by 
reaction in Britain, by the Tory and Labour Party leaders. 
It is this aggressive policy which bas undermined the allied unity 
of the war years, divided the world into two camps, the war camp 
and the peace camp, and created the danger of a third wo~ld war. 
' 
Imperialist America, leading the war camp, has conducted 
aggressive war in Korea, is threatening China, and rearming 
. 
Western Germany. It has war bases all over the world, and in the 
interests of a handful of exploite.rs tries to dictate to all nations and 
to crush popular struggles for freedom. It piles up atom bombs 
and colossal offensive armaments, and is openly pr~paring for a 
third world war. 
It is already dictating what policies the countries of Western 
Europe, including Britain, shall pursue in rearmament and foreign 
trade: it aims at the forcible suppression of colonial liberation 
movements and at organising an aggressive war . against the 
U.S.S.R. 
The peace camp, with the support of lovers of peace all over the 
world, works for world peace and international co-operation, the 
freedom and equal rights of all nations, the banning of the atom 
bomb, and reduction of armaments. Socialist countries do not 
need colonies or spheres of investment .for obtaining super-profits. 
As their production is for the people's needs and capitalist profit is 
abolished, they have no need to "conquer" markets, but only 
require honest trade on a free and equal basis. A socialist foreign 
policy can only be a policy of peace. 
1 
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I Despite the acute danger of war, the Communist Party declares 
that a third world war is neither necessary nor inevitable. 
· The Communist Party rejects the ''theory'' of the inevitable war 
obtwe.en the socialist and capitalist camps. · On the contrary, it 
declares that the peaceful co-existence of socialism and capitalism 
is P.Ossible, on the basis of 1nutual respect for national rights and 
1 independence. Communist policy is for trade with all Scites on a 
', mutual, honest basis, and co-operatjon with all States in ~e pre-
•· 1 serVation of peace th~ogh the United Nations, in strict accorda~ce 
with the Charter. 
The Communist Party brands as a lie the charge that Com-
munism is to be imposed by aggression and conquest, and declares 
that· social transform~tion can only come th.rough internal changes 
in ac_cordance with the actual conditions in each country. 
A lasting peace is the vital need for all peoples and a main aim 
of Communist policy. 
It is an aim which can and should' unite the people of Britain, 
whatever religfous or political views they hold. Their united action 
can be decisive for the preservation ·of peace. That is why all 
organisations and individuals who really want peace are working 
to develop a mass movement for peace. 
The Plans foi a third world war, openly prepared by imperialist 
America. and -its supporters in Britain-the Churchills and Attlees 
,-would ma~e Britain the principal war base for an aggressive , 
atomic war against Socialism in Europe and Asia. Already the 
rearmament programme carried 011t on American orders threatens 
the social standards of our people, \\1eakens our whole economic 
position, disrupts Britain's peaceful prodcti~n and trade, destroys 
civil liberties, and still further undermines our national indepen- . 
dence. Two years' conscription has been imposed, and re~ervists 
are being called back to the Forces. 
, . 
A third world war, waged with atomic weC1;pons, ·would annihilate 
our major cities, blot out millions of our population, and throw 
Britain back for ce.nturies. It co11ld only end in a dreadful 
catastrophe for the British people. 
A free, strong and independent Britain is esse.ntial for the 
P.reservation of the peace of the world. The national interests of 
Britain, as well as the 'very future of the British people, demand 
that Britain finish once and for all with the American poµcy of 
aggression and world conquest. To follow that policy can only end 
in national disaster for Britain. 
Britain should .free itself from all ll'ar alliances and entangle-
ments, like the Atlantic Pact · and Brussels Pact; end all colonial 
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wars of invasion of other people's . countries, as in Malaya and 
. Korea; and bring home the troops which are at present used to 
occupy and dominate subject countries all over the world. 
In conformity with the Potsdam Agreement between the Great 
, . 
·Powers, it should oppose all attempts to rearm Germany and re-
create a West German Army. In association with France, the 
U.S.A. and the U.S.S.R., Britain sho11ld work out a common policy 
for a united, democratic peace-loving Germany. 
. Britain should o,ppose the re8rmament of Japan. • 
Britain should associate its eff o·rts with the Socialist Soviet 
. Union, People's China, India and all peace-loving countries to 
pro.mote peace and international co-operation, restore co-opera-
tion between the Great Powers, strengthen. the U~ited Nations 
as the bastion of peace,. and prevent it from being used as an 
instrument of war. 
As the country most vulnerable to atomic warfare, and most 
weighed down by the burden of arman1ents, Britain should take 
the lead in pre~ing for the banniOjg of the atom bomb and all 
weapons of mass destr~tion, with international control and in-
spection, and for the all111ro11nd reduction of armaments. . 
. As a country greatly dependent on world trade, Britain should 
oppose all restrictions on international trade imposed by .the 
U.S.A., and especially sho11Id promote East-West trade, which ·is 
indlispensable for our e·conomic recovery. 
Unless such a policy for peace is fought for and won, the post-war 
gains of the working class will be completely lost, and there can be 
110 lightening of the burct·cns on the working people, impro.vement 
of ·living conditions, or solution of Britain's problems. 
The future of the British people, their prosperity and welfare, 
and the victory of the aims of Socialism in Britain, are inseparably 
b~nd up with the united international struggle of the peoples of 
all countries for peace, freedom and national independence. 
NATIONAL INDEPENDENCE OF THE BRITISH PEOPLE 
AND OF ALL PEOPLES OF THE BRITISH EMPIRE 
The Communist Party fights for the national independence and 
the true.national interests of the British people and of all the peoples 
of the British Empire. 
The subjection of Britain to American imperialism is a betrayal 
of the British .people in the interests of big business and of those 
who are planning a new \VO!ld war. In t~e economic sphere, Britain . 
has been turned into a satellite of AJ)lerica, and an American mono-
polist placed in supreme command of Britain's industry and 
AmeriCan economic controllers and supervisors establi~hed ill 
London and reporting to Washington. American big busin'ess con-
trols our financial policy, imposes trade restr.ictions and bans, 
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openly dictates policy, as in the case of devaluation, and is extend-
ing the network of American financial penetration and control over 
British industry. In the military sphere, Britain has been turned 
into an American base, and the American army of occupation is 
growing. The new arms programme was decided on American in-
structions, and under the Atlantic Pact, Britain's armed forces have 
been placed under an American Supreme Commander. The British 
Empire, similarly, has been subjected to increasing American 
financial and military penetration. . 
For the first time in its history, our country has lost its indepen-
dence and freedom of action in its foreign, economic and military 
policy to a foreign power-the United States of America. 
The Labour Government and its advisers dare take no major 
step without American permission, and the leaders of the Tory 
and Labour Parties compete with one another in servility to the 
Americans. The leaders of the Labour and Tory Parties have 
become spokesmen of a foreign power. 
Concerned only to defend capitalism and profit, the .Labour 
leaders and the Tories openly betray Britain's national interests. 
Such differences as they allow themse,ves with America are those 
of the bankrupt junior partner striving to retain what it can in 
face of American pressure. . 
The restoration of British nati~nal independence, which has been 
given away by the leaders of the Tory, Liberal and Labour Parties, 
is the indispensable condition for Britain's recovery and political, 
economic and social advance. 
The Communist Party declares that the. leaders of the Tory, 
Liberal and · Labour Parties and their spokesmen in the press and 
on the B.B.c·. are betraying the interests of Britain to dollar im-
perialism. Our call is for the unity of all true patriots to def end 
British national interests and independence. 
• 
• 
We stand for a Britain, free, strong and independent. We want 
our country to be subordinate and subservient to no foreign power, 
but to stand in friendly association and equal alliance with all 
powers that recognise and respect Britain's national interests. 
The Communist' Party would break with the policy of sell-out 
to America. It would restore to the British Parliament its exclusive 
- . 
sovereign right to control the country's financial, economic and 
military policy, close the country to foreign . capitalist penetration 
and restore the command of the British Armed Forces to British 
commanders. 
·To restore control of Fts ~1wn affairs to Britain, so that Britain's 
10 
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power could be used oll the basis of an independent foreign policy, 
would be a great contribt1tion 'towards the preservation of world 
peac~. 
The Commt1nist Party therefore rejects all theories which de-
. clare national sovereignty to be out of date and thus seek to justify 
enslavement to American imperialism or aggression against other 
nations. Real international co-operation can be based only on the 
sovereign freedom and equal rights of all nations, great and small. 
Because of this, the cause of Britain's ~ational independence is 
bound up with ensuring that all nations in the present Empire also 
enjoy full national rights and independence. 
Within the British Isles, the enforced partition of Ireland and the 
maintenanc.e of British troops in Northern Ireland must be ended, 
to , enable Irish national unity to be realised. There must be full 
recognition of the nat~onal claims of the Scottish and Welsh peoples, 
to be settled according to the wishes of these peoples. 
Above all, the Communist Party would solve the question of 
the relations of Britain with the countries of the British Empire. 
The enemies of Communism declare that the Communist Party, 
by underhand subversive means, is aiming at the destruction of 
Britain and the British Empire. But it is a lie, because it is pre-
cisely the Tories and the Labour leaders who are doing this by 
their policy of armed repression and colonial exploitation. British 
colonial policy and armed repression have resulted in the undying 
resistance and hostility of the people of 1vlalaya, Africa and Egypt 
towards Britain. 
In fighting to impose Syngman Rhee on the Korean people and 
in supporting reactionary puppets in South East Asia and the 
Middle East, it has earned the hatred of the people of Asia, and 
thus placed our country at loggerheads with the majority of 
mankind. 
The colonial policy of the Tory and Labour Leaders is not only 
a crime against the colonial peoples, it is draining away our man-
power in endless colonial · wars, and has cost, ·and will continue to 
cost, hundreds of millions of pounds. It has disrupted the P.roduc-
tion of food and raw materials. It can only weaken Britain still 
further. The colonial peoples struggling for national liberation 
can never be subdued. · 
The Communist Party would put an end to the presen~ abnormal 
relations of colonial war and repression between the British people 
and the peop~es o~ the Empire by establishing dr~ble friendship 
with them on the · basis of equal rights. This act of historical 
· justice would help to wipe out the bitterness of the pa~t, and would 
enormously strengthen Britain on a new democratic basis. 
11 
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All relations between the peoples of the present Empire which 
are based on political, eco·nomic and military enslavement must 
I 
be ended, and replaced . by relations based on full national in-
. depe·ndence and equal rights. This requires the withdrawal of 
all armed forces from the colonial and dependent tenitories and 
handing over of sovereignty to Governments freely chosen by the 
peoples. 
Only by this means can Britain be assured ~f the normal sup-
plies of the vital food and raw materials necessary for her 
.economic life, ob1taining the,m in equal exchange for the products 
of British industry, needed by those countries for their own 
economic development. 
This would provide the basis for a new, close, fraternal associa-
tion of the British people and the liberated . peoples of the Empire. 
Only on this basis can true frien1dship be established between the 
peoples of the present Empire to p·romote mutually beneficial 
economic exchange and co-operation, and to defend in common 
their freedom against American imperialist aggre~on. 
PEOPLE'S DEMOCRACY-THE PATH· TO SOCIALISM 
Only by the establishme·nt of Socialism can Britain's problems 
be finally solved and its people guaranteed a good life, lasting 
peace and steadily rising living standards. 
Socialism means an end to capitalist profit and exploitation, for 
it will deprive the capitalists of their ownership and control of the 
factories and workshops, niills and mines, banks and land, ship-
yards and transport, and ensure that production is organised for 
.the use of the people and not for the profit of the tiny minority of 
capitalists. 
Socialism means an end to slumps and nemploym~nt, to which 
the capitalist system gives rise because it restricts the consumption 
of. the mass of the P.eople, while the productive power of society 
constantly increases. Because it a1)olishes the capitalist profit 
system, Socialism means that the work~rs' purchasing power will 
always keep pace with increases in p,roduction. · · 
Socialism means peace and an end to the danger of wars, because 
under Socialism there are no longer capitalists who want to conquer 
new markets, and to exploit the colonial and dependent peoples 
and cheap labour. 
Socialism ends all the restrictive policies of· capitalism in regard 
to the working people. It ends the gulf between poverty and plenty~ 
and · frees the creative energies of the people and the productive 
resources of the nation for gigantic econmnic, social and cultural · 
advances on the basis of a planned socialis~ economy. 
12 . 
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Socialism means freedom for the people-freedom from poverty 
and ·insecurity, freedom for men, women and children to develop 
their capacities .to the fu,l, without fear or favour. For women it 
means equal rights with men in the social, economic and political 
life of the nation; for young people, the opening of new opportunities 
with the whole resources of the country behind them; for the family, 
a real home life, fuller interests and closer ties based on security 
and new respect for the individual. 
But Socialism means the abolition of capitalism. The Labour 
leaders do not want to abolish capitalism. 
Their so-called ''democratic socialism'' is a screen behind which 
1
they justify their defence of the system of capitalist profit and ex-
ploitation, defend the position of the capitalists and monopolists, 
and seek to prop up the bankrupt capitalist social structure of 
riches for th~ few, poverty and low living standards· for the many, 
and ever-recurring danger of slump and war. 
I 
- The working people of Britain in industry and agriculture form 
the immense majority of the population and constitute with their 
families fully two-thirds of the. population. To these must be added 
the great bulk of the clerical and professional workers, the teachers, 
technicians and scientists, the working farmers, ·shopkeepers and 
small business men, whose interests are equally threatened by the 
big- landowning, industrial and financial capitalists, and whose 
security and future prospects are closely bound up with those of 
the· industrial working class. 
Together these represent a mighty political force, fully capable 
of defeating the present exploiters and rulers of the British people 
and returning a majority to Parl_iament which represents the in-
terests of all working people, and a Government determined . to 
carry through, with the active political and industrial backing of 
·tl1e people, a policy that will op~n out a new and glorious future ~ 
for Britain. 
But at present this potentially mighty political force is split and 
divided, misled by the propaganda of the ruling class and the policy 
and outlook of the right-wing leaders of the Labour Party and the • 
right-wing leaders of the trade unions and co-operative organisa-
tions, Who in practice support the ruling class and carry on the 
Labour Government in the interests of . capitalism. 
Despite the democratic rights which have so far been won by 
the struggles of the people, the real power in Britain is still con-
centrated in the hands of the tiny section of rich property-own~rs. 
They control the land, large-scale industry, finance and trade; their 
representatives hold the commanding positions in the Civil Service, 
13 
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the Armed Forces, the Judiciary, the Diplomatic and Colonial Ser-
vices; they also control the greater part of the newspapers and 
periodicals, the B.B.C. and the cinemas. 
Democracy under present conditions is restricted for the majority 
of the people by the privilege and power of the wealthy few and 
their agents, and is being reduced by attacks on the rights of free 
speech and organisation, and on the right to strike. The democratic 
rights won by years of working-class struggle must be defended 
with the utmost ~trength against the attacks of the capitalists and 
warmongers and their agents. At the same time we declare that 
the so-called ''free world'' is in fact the world of capitalism, in 
-which the capitalist class exercises a disguised dictatorship over the 
working class. The Labour leaders' ''democratic socialism'' has 
done nothing to change this. 
The people cannot advance to Socialism, _therefore, without real 
political power, which must be taken from the hands of the 
capitalist minority and firmly grasped by the majority of the people, 
led by the working class. Only by this means can democracy 
become a reality . 
The enemies of Communism accuse the Communist Party of 
aiming to introduce Soviet Power in Britain and abolish Parliament, 
This is a slanderous misrepresentation of our policy. Experience 
has shown that in present conditions the advance to Socialism can 
be made just as well by a different road. For example, through 
People's Democracy, without establishing Soviet Power, as in the 
People's Democracies of Eastern Europe. 
Britain will reach Socialism by her own road. Just as the 
Russian people realised political power by the Soviet road which 
was dictated by their historical conditions and background of 
Tsarist rule, and the working people in the People's Democracies 
and China won political power in their own way in their historical 
conditions, so the British Communists declare that the people of 
Britain can transform capitalist democracy into a real _People's 
Democracy, transforming Parliament, the product of Britain's 
historic struggle 'for democracy, into the democratic instrument of 
the will of the vast majority of her people . 
The path forward for the British people will be to establish a 
People's Government on the basis of a Parliament truly representa-
tive of the people . 
Such a People's Government would : 
Break the power of th·e millionaire mono,polists and other big . 
capitalists by socialist natio,nalisation of large-scale industry, the 
banks, big distributive monopolies, insurance companies and the 
land of the large land-owners, and introduce a government mono-
poly of foreign trade. ' 
14 
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Introduce a planned economy based on socialist principles 
aimed at fundamental social change. 
. 
Transform the existing unequal imperialist Empire into a strong, . 
free, equal a~ociation of peoples by granting national independ-
ence to the colonies. 
Make Britain strong, free and independent with a foreign policy · 
of peace. 
Break the political hold of the capitalist class by democratic 
electoral reform, democratic ownership of -the press, the people's 
control o,f the· B.B.C. and the democratic transformation of the 
Civil Se1rvice, Foreign Office·, Armed Forces and Police, the Law 
Courts and the admi11istration of justice. 
. ' 
The essential condition for establishing such . a people's power 
is the building up of a broad coalition or popular alliance of all 
sections of the working people: of the organised working class, of all 
workers by hand and brain~ of professional people and technicians, 
of all lower and middle sections in the towns, and of the farmers 
. in the countryside. 
This broad popular allian·ce of all sections of the people deter-
mined to end the arbitrary power of the rich over the future of 
Britain, can be built only· on the basis of a united working class 
as its decisive leading force-the class that is most concerned in 
the stn1ggle for a new order ·of society. 
The Labour Party, with its present policy and under its present 
leadership, is preventing the building up of such an alliance and 
splitting instead of uniting the working-class movement. 
The right-wing Labour leaders act as the main supporters of 
capitalism, and are doing their best to safeguard the privileges and 
profits of the ca~italists, and providing them with opportunities to 
continue their exploitation of the British and colonial peoples. They 
are not carrying through those decisive measures which are 
urgently needed in the present ·and future interests of the British 
working people, but are safeguarding tl1e privileges and profits of 
the property owners and their exploitation of the British and 
colonial peoples. 
The present leadership of the Labour Party is disrupting and 
d·emoralising the Labour Movement by its poisonous propaganda 
of collaboration with and capitulation to capitalism, and its betrayal · 
of every principle on which the British Labour Movement was 
formed. 
In order, therefore, to bring about a decisive change in Britain, 
the millions of workers in the trade t1nions, co-operatives and in-
dividual members' sections of the Labour· .Party will have to use 
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their political and industrial strength to make it impossible for 
either the right-wing Labour leaders or the Tories to carry on their 
. present pernicious policy. They will have to rouse all the working 
peoP.le and progressive sections for active struggle against the -
present policy of surrender to American political and economic 
interests, against the war preparations and the wars in Malaya and 
Korea, against the two years' conscription, the calling up of reserv-
ists, and the rearming of Germany and Japan. Such a struggle 
is also necessary to secure higher wages and salaries, more houses, 
schools and hospitals, the raising of benefits and pensions, and on 
all issues which affect the people. It is through this struggle that 
the unity of all workers by hand and brain, of professional yeople 
and far1ners, can develop into a movement strong enough to defeat 
the rich and · their defenders in the Labour Party and to ensure · 
peace and a futt1re for all working people. Because of this working-
class unity, the united action of all sections of the working-class 
movement-Labour, trade union, co-operative and Communist-is 
the vital need. Only by united action between all sections of the 
Labour Movement can the working class rally all its forces and all 
its allies for decisive action to win a Parliamentary majority and 
farm a People's Government. 
'· 
A e~ple's Parliament and Government which draws its 
~trcngth from a united movement of the people, with1 the working 
class as its core, w·ill be able to mobilise the overwhelming majority 
of the people for decisive measures to break the economic and 
political power of the big exploiters. The whole legislative and 
executive machinery of the country will be made continuously re-
sponsive to the ·democratic will of the people, and ·the whole of 
the people will be drawn into active participation in the control 
and administration of every sphere of national life. 
A key role would be performed by the trade unions, w·ithout 
which no Peo1ple's Democracy can function. National arbitration 
would be abolished and full powers of collective bargaining on 
wages and conditions restored, the socialist economic plan ensur-
ing the basis for steadily advancing wages and conditions. The 
trade 11nions ,would participate in drawing up the economic plan 
and in the administration of the nationalised industries, nationally, 
regionally and in every factory. They would participate in the 
work of the Ministries of La.hour and National Insuran'ce and en-
sure the opeTation of the labour laws. l 
Similarly, the Co-operative organisations, with their accu-
mulated experience, would play a responsible part ·in the 
organisation and ·control of distribution and supplies. 
The electoral system would be democratically reformed with 
proportional representation and votes at eighteen, and the House 
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of Commons would be made the sole national authority, freed 
from the restrictive influences. of the House of Lords and the 
Monarchy. 
Men and \\1omen who are determined and loyal advocates of 
the people's power will replace those who uphold 'the old syste·m 
in all positions of authority in the Civil Service, the Armed Forces, 
the Judiciary and the Diplomatic Service. 
The millionaire-owned newspapers will be taken over and placed 
at the disposal of working-class and democratic organisations, so 
tl1at the policy expressed in tl1ese joninals is that of the wo·rking 
people, and their influence can strengthen the determination of 
the people to carry through the decisive changes in the social 
order. 
The B.B.C. will be similarly transformed into an instrument ex-
pressing the interests of the people in every aspect of its work. 
Freedom of religious worship will be guaranteed, and all 
religious creeds and beliefs respected. · 
· In carrying through these decisive measures to· implement the 
democratic will of the people, every effort of the capitalist class to 
defy the People's Government · and Parliament will be· resisted and 
defeated. 
The great broad popular alliance, led by the working class, firmly 
based on the factories, which has democratically placed the 
People's Government in power, will have the strength to deal with 
the attacks of the capitalist warmongers and their agents. 
The Government will rely on the strength of the organised 
workers to ensure that the progratnme decided upon by arli~ment 
is operated in practice, and ,that all attempts to resist or sabotage 
it are defe·ated, and the enemies of the working class brought to 
justice. r 
It would be wrong to believe that the big capitalists will volun-
tarily give up their property and their big profits in the ·interests 
of the British people. . 
It would be more correct to expect them to offer an .active 
resistance to the decisions of the Pe9ple's Government, and to fight 
for the retention of their privileges by all means in their power, 
I 
including force. 
Therefore the British people and the People's Government should 
be ready decisively to rebuff such attempts. 
The power of the working people, uniting all sections who recog-
nise the need for social change and participate in carrying it 
through, as expressed and laid down through the elected Parlia-
ment, is alone capable of securing peace, high wages for working 
people, raw materials for British industry and markets for British 
goods, and creating the conditions for the establishment of Social-
ism in Britain. 
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SOCIALL*'T NATIONALISATION 
Socialist nationalisation is the cornerstone of the economic policy 
of a People's Government. It is necessary, not only to break once 
and for all the power of the monopolists, but to place industry in 
the hands of the people. Socialist nationalisation is necessary to 
put an end to capitalist profit-making and exploitation of the 
workers, to ensure · control over our economic life and make 
economic planning a reality, and to lay the basis for ~ great advance 
in the living conditions of the people. It is the way to transform 
the system of capitalist private ownership into socialised people's 
ownership. · 
All large-scale ind·ustry and transport, the"' banks, monopoly-
owned wholesale and retail trading concerns, as well as la~ge 
landed property, will be b·rought under social ownership by the 
People's State. · 
. 
The National De·bt and stock representing compensation for 
jndustries previousJy nationalised will be annulled. · Where con-
. cerns are taken oveir 01r sto·ck is annulled, there will be partial 
compensation to those who do not resist the policy of the :People's 
Government, but no con1pensation to those who resist the Peo·ple's 
Government. 
. 
This socialist nationalisation differs fundamentally from the 
measures of capitalist nationalisation carried out by Tory, Liberal 
or Labour Governments, which have nothing in common with 
Socialism, and have aroused the widespread criticism of the 
workers. · · 
The capitalist nationalisation measures carried out by ~he Labour 
Government have extended only to a limited section of industry, 
leaving in private capitalist hands tlie main fields owned by big 
business from which it draws its profits. This nationalised section of 
industry has covered mainly auxiliary services, providing transport 
and power for capitalist industry, which were proving inefficient 
and even yielding a loss under private capitalist management. Thus 
these measures of state ownership were beneficial to capitalism as 
a whole, and in no way changed the capitalist character of British 
economy any more than similar measures carried out by Bismarck 
or Hitler, or British -Tory Governments in the past. 
Socialist nationalisation carried out by the People's Government, 
by extending to the whole sphere of large-scale industry and trade, 
the land of the large landowners, and the banks, would change 
Britain decisively from a capitalist country to a country on the road 
towards Socialism. 
Capitalist nationalisation makes no change in the exploitation of 
the workers, because the Compensation· paid to the former owners 
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guarantees to them the contint1ance of their unearned income at 
the expense of the workers, with the added safeguard of state 
power to ensure its payment. The capital held by the capitalists 
remains the same; only the form of stock is changed. But the 
purpose of capitalist nationalisation is not oniy ~o keep up the 
compensation payments to the former owners. Its aim is also to 
benefit the e.mployers in the rest of industry by supplying them 
with goods and services at a cheap rate. It is for these reasons 
. that the workers in the nationalised industries are being speeded 
up and their wages kept low. Capitalist nationalisation is being 
used to benefit capitalism as a w4ole at the expense of the workers 
in· the nationalised industries. 
Socialist nationalisation, on the contrary, ends once and for all 
J 
the robbery of the workers for the benefit of private owners, lifts 
the burden of rent, interest and profit from the shoulders of the 
working people, and makes the whole product of industry the 
property of the people. . 
Capitalist nationalisation is bureaucratically administered. The 
governing Boards of the nationalised industries are dominated by 
the former owners or their associates. The change is only a change 
in fomi·; the workers continue to be ruled by capitalist bosses. 
. . 
Socialist nationalisation completely eliminates the capitalists and 
their representatives. The Governing Boards are composed com-
pletely of the workers and technicians. All proposals, plans and 
targets are placed before the workers in every industry and factory 
for discussion and joint decision. The democratic participation of 
the workers and their trade unions in management is thus ensured 
at every level from top to bottom. With the capitalist class, capital-
ist profit-making and exploitation excluded, the trade unions and 
the workers become the main force for raising production, as every 
increase in P.roduction means i1:J.creased earnings and a higher stan-
dard of life. 
The ending of capitalist monopoly control of the country's . 
economic, political and social life will free society from the res-
trictive influences that have held it back, and Will generate tremen-
dous forces for the rapid development of industry, trade and social 
services, bringing security and far-reaching improvements in the _ 
conditions, not only of the working class, but of the professional 
workers and of the middle sections of society. 
Socialist nationalisation will thus make available for social use 
immense wealth that has hitherto gone to build up ihe capitalist 
profits and power of the rich property owners . 
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It will enable the Government, with the co-operation of the 
workers and technicians, to end restrictions and bring about a great 
increase jn production, to re-equip and reorganise industry on the 
basis of a national plan to increase the productive resources of the 
country, improve Wages ·an~ working conditions, reduce prices, ex-
tend all social services, and remove for ever the danger of economic 
crisis and unemployment. 
· Co-operatively-owned prodt1ctive and consumers' enterprises will 
be encouraged and assisted to develop, taking over appropriate 
services now iri the hands of the monopolies. 
Small shopkeepers and b11siiless men, as well as small landowners 
and farmers in the countryside, will be freed from restrictions im-
posed by the monopolists, and will benefit from the rising turnover 
resulting from the new conditions. 
Foreign trade will be made a Government monoP.oly, serving 
the interests of the people; and trade will be developed with all 
countries. · 
Special attention will be given to the development of agriculture, 
helping the working farmers and encouraging the development of 
co-operative marketing and use of machinery, bringing all available 
land . into cultivation, and. with the help of modem agricultural 
science increasing the output so as to reduce Britain's dependence 
on foreign supplies of basic foodstuffs; 
SOCIAL SERVICES 
. 
· The ownership and control by the people of all the main pro-
ductive and distributive resources of the country will provide the 
means necessary for the reorganisation and extension of all social 
services, and the direct participation of the people in administering 
them. . . · 
A Gpvemment representing the interests of the wOrking people 
wilJ do what no other Government can do-solve the housing prob-
lem for the people. It will proceed at Once with the bllilding of a 
really adequate number of new hot1ses, the taking over of empty 
and half-used houses for the working people, and .the clearing of 
the slums. With the land of the big landowners and the principal 
building a11d building-material enterprises in the hands of the Gov-
ernment, and with the ending of interest payments, it will be possible 
to build large numbers of houses and fiats at low cost, to be let 
at low rents. The large country houses of the rich will be taken 
over for use as holiday rest homes, sanatoria for adults and chil-
dren, and similar social purposes. 
There will be· an end to workers' co11tribt1tions to social insur-
ance funds, which will be provided entirely by industry and the 
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Government. All benefits will be raised to a level which enables 
old-age pensioners, the war disabled, ex-Servicemen and women, 
.and all those temporarily or permanently incapacitated from work, 
to li\1e a decent life, and to give children full opportunity for health 
.and strength. 
The present health services will . be extended into an effective 
and comprehensive State Medical Service, manned by an increasing 
number of doctors and specialists, so as to give free and efficient 
service to the working .people and their families. New hospitals 
and sanatoria will be built, as well as Health Centres and Clinics 
in every locality. The improvement in the health of the people 
that will result from better housing conditions and a higher 
standard of living will be further helped by the p_rovision of Illore 
·sports grounds and open spaces, swimming pools, and other 
·facilities for keeping fit and the healthy enjoyment of leisure. 
The present educational system, with its structure of class privi~ 
lege barely modified by successive reforms, will be completely trans-
·f ormed into. a single comprehensive system giving all children the 
best facilities and the fullest opportunities for development. There 
will be an end to restrictive selection, which now deprives so many 
.children of full edt1cational opportunities. There will be an end to 
the privately owned schools and the so-called ''public schools'' where 
the children of the rich are trained as memberS of the ruling class. 
The rapid growth of industry and agriculture, with the application 
of the IDo.st modern ~echniqe, and the rapid extension of all social 
services, together with the raising of the qualifications of the 
·workers and the extension of the educational system itself, will 
require a much larger and increasing number of trained people and 
· specialists in every sphere. The increase in the number of schools 
required to provide all children with adequate ~dcational facili-
ties must therefore be accompanied by a similar extension of the 
universities and technical colleges, and the children of working 
people must be assisted to take full advantage of these extended 
• facilities. 
The principle .of equal pay for equal work for women will be 
applied at once throughout the public services, industry and trade; 
the provision of creches and nursery schools in adequate numbers 
' 
will help to remove the practical difficulties in the way of women 
playing their full part in the life of tlie ·nation. · . , 
The young people of the country will be made the first charge on. 
the nation's resources, and the education and health ·services will 
be supplemented by 'greatly increased facilities for young people 
to develop in an all-round way and become useful citizens with full 
, opportunities in every sphere. 
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THE COMMlJNIST PARTY AND THE WAY FORWARD 
· The way forward to the achievement of the aims of this pro-
gramme lies through the united action· of the working people. 
That is why the Communist Party calls upon all working people 
to unite and fight now for ·peace and to protect and improve their 
standards and living conditions; to win increased wages; to combat 
high prices, ta.xation and rents; to defend their trade union and 
democratic rights; and in this daily struggle to strengthen· and 
extend the unity, organisation, . solidarity, confidence and political 
consciousness of all sections of the workers. 
The Communist Party has no separate interests from the rest 
of the working class, the organised Labour Movement and· the 
whole of the working people. It· therefore works for unity of all 
sections of the people behind a People's Government that will end 
the rule of the rich and carry through the chang~ to Socialism. 
The Corrimunist Party unites in its ranks the vanguard of the 
militant socialist fighters of the working class, inheriting the tradi-
tions of generations of struggle of the democratic and working-class 
movement in Britain. Its policy and programme is based on the. 
impregnable foundation of Marxist theory, the science embody-
ing the experiences of the international working class, as developed 
by Marx, Engels, Lenin and Stalin, and demonstrated in hi_story as 
the theory and practice which brings victory to the working class 
and Socialism. History prqves that without such a Party the t?attle 
for Socialism cannot be won. 
Devoting all its efforts to winning the Labour Movement and the 
majority of the British People for the fulfilment of this programme, 
the Communist Party calls for the support and enrolment in its 
ranks of all workers, trade unionists, co-operators, Socialists and 
all progressive people who r~cognise the necessity of basic social 
change and the socialist reconstruction of society, and who are 
prepared to play their part in the. realisation of these glorious aims 
~a free and happy, strong and powerful Socialist Britain in free 
association with the Commonwealth nations . 
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